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Stainless Steel is one of the best materials you can choose for signage, giving a long life of good looks with lower 
cleaning and maintenance needs than virtually any other material.

However, even stainless steel cannot be considered completely maintenance free.   All grades of stainless steel can stain 
and discolour due to surface deposits - ranging from normal atmospheric dirt to more corrosive elements such as 
iron/rust ‘seed’ particles and marine salts.

Having invested in a quality sign to present your brand, you should take care of your sign with a regular maintenance 
programme, to prevent the build-up of deposits and prolong the lifespan of your sign, keeping it visually impressive and 
structurally sound.

Stainless steel is easy to clean.  For most normal applications with a basic general cleaning need, washing with warm 
soapy water then rinsing and wiping dry will maintain the signs’ good looks for a long life.

See the table below for general cleaning methods.

Any abrasive cleaner will scratch a bright annealed or 2B finish of stainless steel.   On 
other finishes, the cleaner should be used in the direction of the polish.  

For cleaning - use a clean, dust & grit-free cloth to avoid scratching.

Problem Cleaning Agent Comments

Routine cleaning Sponge, rinse with clean 
water, wipe dry if necessary.

Soap or mild detergent (eg: washing up liquid) 
and water

Fingerprints Sponge, rinse with clean 
water, wipe dry if necessary.

Soap or warm water or organic solvent (eg 
Usher-Walker Thinners No PF8017,acetone, 
Alcohol, Genklene)

Paint / Graffiti Use soft nylon or bristle 
brush.  Follow manufacturer’s 
instructions

Alkaline or solvent paint strippers according to 
type of paint.

Scratches on Brushed (Satin) 
Finished Stainless Steel

Sponge, rinse with clean 
water, wipe dry if necessary.

Slight scratches: impregnated nylon pads., then 
polish.  For deeper scratches: apply in direction 
of polishing, then clean with soap or detergent as 
above.   Always use iron-free abrasives.

Rust & other corrosion 
products

Rinse well with clean water.
For Phosphoric Acid rinse first 
with Ammonia.
(precautions for acid cleaners 
should be observed)

Various special gels, 10% Phosphoric Acid or 
Oxalic Acid solution.  The cleaning solution 
should be applied with a swab and allowed to 
stand for 15-20 mins before washing away with 
water. 



PRECAUTIONS

DISCLAIMER
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GB Sign Solutions have many years experience working with and maintaining stainless steel signage.  Our signage 
professionals now the best and most effective ways to service stainless steel signage.

We offer a range of maintenance services :-

Always follow good COSHH practices when handling chemicals, including PPE, ventilation, avoidance of smoking / 
ignition sources etc, and adherance with manufacturers safety precautions.

Acids should only be used for on-site cleaning when all other methods have proven unsatisfactory.

Ensure cleaning agents do not spill to adjacent areas.

GB Sign Solutions Ltd are providing this information for general guidance purposes only based on our current 
knowledge and in good faith.  In particular, the mechanical property requirement of sign products vary significantly 
with temper, grade of steel, finish, product design and product dimensions.   The information gives no warranties, 
express or implied.

GB Sign Solutions Ltd accept no liability in respsect of any action taken by any third party in reliance on any 
information contained herein.

Annual cleaning, inspection & condition reporting

Safety check (structural integrity)

Illuminated signage inspection & repairs (LED, Neon and Fluorescent)

Planned preventative maintenance programmes.

Ad-hoc servicing and repairs.

GB SIGNS’ MAINTENANCE SERVICES


